Abstract-Partial discharge (PD) is one of the main causes for eventual equipment failure and it occurs where the electric field exceeds the local dielectric strength of the insulation. The PD signal captured at UHF has many advantages. The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) technique, which is a widely used electromagnetic computational method, has been used to model propagation PD discharges generated in the form of a Gaussian pulse. The wave propagation in free space, oil and with a cylindrical metallic obstruction representing core/winding, in the two dimensions is realized and presented in this work. The perfectly matched layer (PML) which is a flexible and efficient absorbing boundary condition (ABC) has been incorporated in the simulations. Further, for localization Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) approach has been used.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power transformers are one of the most important and expensive elements of power system. Severe conditions, such as lightning strikes, switching transients and short-circuits, can lead to an immediate failure especially for aged transformers. Their insulation strength can degrade to the point that they cannot withstand system events such as short-circuit faults or transient over-voltages [1] . Insulation degradation is frequently linked to partial discharges (PD).
The method of detection of PD may be electrical, chemical, acoustic, UHF or a combination of these methods [2, 3] . In the conventional electrical method, the detection circuit focuses on the capturing of electrical pulses created by the current streamer in the void. It calculates the apparent charge by measuring and integrating the PD current in the measuring / detecting impedance. In chemical method, tests like High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) and Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) are employed to detect the gases and chemical components produced due to the breakdown of voids. PD produces mainly hydrogen whereas arcing faults produce mainly acetylene gas. Since PD is also accompanied by sound waves and electromagnetic waves at very high frequencies (300 MHz to 1500 MHz), relatively newer nonconventional methods like acoustic and UHF have also been employed for detection and localization.
UHF technique has an advantage of increased PD detection and localization accuracy due to lower signal damping. Since the signals are captured in UHF range, possibility of noise interference is almost eliminated. The challenges of PD detection circuits are the design of proper sensors (antennas) capable of signal detection in broadband range and the signal interpretation circuits. In this work an algorithm has been developed using FDTD method for PD detection and localization. Simulations have been carried out for detection and localization of PD by sensors.
II. FDTD FORMULATION

A. Finite Difference Time Domain Technique
In 1966 Yee [4] proposed a technique to solve Maxwell's curl equations using FDTD technique which was later further developed by Taflove. The FDTD formulation is a convenient method for solving electromagnetic field problems. FDTD, which is widely applied to the field of electromagnetic computation, can be used to simulate the electric and magnetic fields that are measured by sensors. The equations are solved in a leapfrog manner: the electric field is computed for a given instant in time, then the magnetic field is obtained for the next instant in time, and the process is repeated over and over again. The finite difference technique is based on approximations which permit replacing differential equations by finite difference equations. These finite difference approximations are algebraic in form and they relate the value of the dependent variable at a point in the solution region to the values at some neighboring points [4, 5] . The basic steps involved are: a) Dividing the solution region into a grid of nodes: The commonly used grid patterns are rectangular, skew, triangular and circular grid b) Approximating the given differential equation by its finite difference equivalent that relates the dependent variable at a point in the solution region to its values at the neighboring points c) Solving the difference equations subject to the prescribed boundary and initial conditions.
B. Yee's FDTD Algorithm
Maxwell's equations for an isotropic medium can be written as [5, 6] ,
where δ = Δx =Δy = Δz is the space increment, Δt is the time increment, and i, j, k and n are integers. Applying central difference approximation for space and time derivatives on the individual components derived in rectangular coordinates from the vectors of Maxwell's equations (1) and (2) that are second order accurate we get [6] ,
By applying equation (5) and equation (6) to all time and space derivatives, Yee positions the components of 'E' and 'H' fields about a unit cell of the lattice as shown in Fig. 1 . 'E' and 'H' fields are evaluated at alternate half time steps, such that all field components get calculated in each time step Δt. C. Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABCs) Absorbing boundary conditions are needed to keep outgoing electric field 'E' and magnetic field 'H' from being reflected back into the problem space. The basic requirement of FDTD is that while calculating 'E' field, we need to know the surrounding 'H' field. However, at the edge of the problem space we will not have the value of required field, but this does not create problem since there are no sources outside the problem space. As the wave propagates outward, it will finally come to the edge of the problem space. The use of an ABC helps to avoid the problem of reflections from the boundary at least in this initial stage of work. If needed, reflective boundary conditions can be separately tackled as a future work.
To address the above issue, one of the efficient ABCs is the perfectly matched layer (PML) [5] . If a wave is propagating in medium A and it strikes upon medium B, the amount of reflection is dictated by the intrinsic impedances of the two media, which is given by
The impedances are determined by 'ε' and 'μ' of the two media:
If any medium is lossy, the EM wave dies quickly. Hence for a certain thickness close to the boundary, the medium is modeled as lossy to avoid the reflections being generated otherwise. This is accomplished by making 'ε' and 'μ' complex.
D. PD Pulse Modeling
A typical PD pulse can be numerically simulated by a Gaussian function as [7] ,
where I o is the amplitude, t o is the time instant measured at the center of the pulse, σ is the characteristic waveform parameter which describes the current pulse width at half the maximum value, which for a PD pulse is equal to 2.36 σ.
III. SIMULATION IN TWO DIMENSIONS
1) Two dimensional FDTD theory:
In two-dimensional simulations, we choose Transverse Magnetic (TM) mode which is composed of E z , H x , and H y [5] . Equations (1) and (2) are reduced with the above assumptions to the form:
1 ( )
Taking the central difference approximations for both the temporal and spatial derivates and making the change of variables as in equation (13), Maxwell's equations have been normalized.
This is because 'ε o ' and 'μ o ' differ by several orders of magnitude. Equations (10-12) have been discretized and implemented in a program using MATLAB. The normalized 'E' field unit is called Gaussian unit [5] . The 'E z ' field should be understood as in the normalized units hereafter. For the electromagnetic wave to propagate a distance of one cell, it 
2) Two dimensional simulation results in free space: The problem space was divided into 60 x 60 cells and 'σ' the spread for the Gaussian pulse in equation (9) is taken as 0.5 ns. Figure 2 has been obtained by simulation of such a Gaussian pulse at the center of the grid. It is obtained after 30 time steps in free space. The pulse is seen to yet reach the boundary. In free space, relative permeability is μ r = 1, relative permittivity is ε r = 1 with conductivity σ = 0. Figure 3 results have been obtained using the same Gaussian pulse simulated at the center of the grid after 100 time steps in free space without the absorbing boundary conditions. Here the pulse is seen to have reached the boundary and reflected. The contour in Fig. 4 is neither concentric nor symmetric about the center. 
3) Two dimensional simulation results in free space without PML:
5) Two dimensional simulation results in oil with obstructions:
A real transformer will contain oil as the insulating medium and also obstructions like the winding and core. Here such obstructions are simulated by two representative and scaled down circular objects of 6 cm radius centered at (15, 30) and (45, 30). This simple geometry is assumed for verification of the algorithm. An oil medium with relative permeability μ r = 1, relative permittivity ε r = 2.2 and conductivity σ = 0 and the 2 circular obstructions with relative permeability μ r = 1, relative permittivity ε r = 1 and conductivity σ = 5.8x10 7 (S/m) representing simplified copper winding structure are considered. In Fig. 7 'E z ' field propagation, with pulse originated at (30, 30), after 100 time steps is shown. Here the PML is also used. Figure 8 is the contour of the pulse propagation. 
IV. PARTIAL DISCHARGE LOCALIZATION A. PD Localization Based on Hyperbolic Position Fixing
As mentioned in section I, UHF method can be used for PD detection [3] and localization. The practical detection circuit would consist of a few UHF sensors along with recording and interpreting instruments. Once the sensor detects a PD, the next important task is to locate where exactly the discharge has occurred. For simulation a 60 x 60 problem space with a cell size of 1 cm x 1 cm has been again considered. The assigned values for step size and time step are δ = 1 cm and Δt = δ / (2*c) seconds respectively. The medium inside the problem space for simplicity has been assumed to be of free space. A general case illustration of placement of sensors, source location and line-of-sight (LoS) distance is as shown in Fig. 9 . The position of sensors S 1 (x 1 , y 1 ), S 2 (x 2 , y 2 ), S 3 (x 3 , y 3 ) corresponds to S 1 (15,40), S 2 (50, 20), S 3 (30, 50) respectively in the simulations. The minimum distance for the signal to travel through the LoS and FDTD code is calculated for a sample source location (35, 35) and is presented in Table 1 . The results show that the distance is more in FDTD cell grid path since the wave travels through the defined grid space and not through the other possible shorter routes. The line of sight, if available, is always the shortest route.
For PD localization, arrival times to reach the sensors are measured and then the time differences are calculated to locate the origin of source [8] . Value of 'E z ' field at the three sensor locations is calculated and compared with the threshold value set for the sensors to determine whether the pulse has reached the sensors. The number of time steps that the pulse takes to reach the sensor is also noted. There are two methods viz. the absolute time approach and TDOA method for localization. In absolute time approach method the triggering instant of PD instant is required to be known. However, in many practical applications this instant is usually unknown. Hence the TDOA approach which can give solution for unknown instant of PD is used in this work. The method requires one more sensor signal compared to the absolute time approach. The signal reaches the nearest sensor first and subsequently to the other sensors depending on their placement. Thus there are two time differences starting from the first hit reference sensor. The time differences for three signals sensed by S 1 , S 2 and S 3 for a general case are shown in Fig. 10 . The nonlinear observation equations with the TDOA [9] are:
where 'c' is the velocity of the signal in the medium, Δt 12 and Δt 13 are the time differences. The 1 st and 2 nd subscripts in the parameter Δt denotes time differences of arrival of the wave with respect to the first hit sensor and the other respective sensors. The coordinates (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 ) are the known locations of sensors S 1 , S 2 and S 3 respectively. The unknowns to be found out are (x, y) of the source location and 't 1 ' the PD onset instant. The set of nonlinear equations (15), (16) and (17) are first linearised and then solved in MATLAB [9] . The algorithm used to develop the code checks which sensor has sensed the threshold signal first and generates the respective time differences Δt 12 and Δt 13 as the case may be.
For a sample source location (35, 35) the plots of 'E z ' vs time taken to reach the sensors S 3 , S 1 and S 2 , are shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13 respectively. An 'E z ' threshold level of 0.05 is taken as reference for the first hit sensor, here S 3 , and subsequently the wave reaches sensors S 1 and S 2 . The time differences Δt 32 and Δt 31 values referring to the first hit sensor are shown in Table 2 . The approach can very well be extended to three dimensions with one more additional variable. Table 2 . More source locations (20, 30), (25, 25) have been simulated for verification of the algorithm but keeping S 1 as the first hit sensor. The results are compiled in Table 2 . The above problem in free space can be easily extended to a space with oil and obstructions. 
C. Comments:
The PD simulated using a Gaussian pulse in the two dimensions helps to study its propagation in free space, oil and with obstructions such as core and winding. In TDOA simulation results, the wave travels along the defined FDTD grid lines and perhaps significantly more distance and hence taking more time than LoS case to reach the sensors as presented in Table 1 . Since the inputs for the nonlinear equations are only the two time differences between the three sensors and velocity remaining constant, the extra time and distance traveled by the wave in the FDTD code may not generate appreciable errors. It has been observed that the TDOA method generates near to accurate solution. From Table 1 the LoS and FDTD distance to reach S 3 , the nearest sensor, is 15.81 cm and 20 cm. Equations (18), (19) and (20) give the time taken through LoS, TDOA and FDTD methods respectively. A close observation on the result, 0.4545 ns, for unknown PD onset instant 't 1 ' in Table 2 reveals that the solution given by the nonlinear equations (TDOA approach) is very close to the wave travel time corresponding to LoS and not the FDTD route. However, the possible reason for error generated may be in solving the roots of the quadratic non linear equations [9] . In real transformer environment the wave may reach the sensor a line of sight route or the one which is involving reflections. However as reported in [10] if 'd' the diameter of a circular obstruction is less than 20% of the distance 'l' between the source and sensor, the obstruction does not introduce a significant propagation delay.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK The unconventional electromagnetic (UHF) method can be of greater advantage if used as onsite PD detection method due to its immunity against disturbances and noise. Since the transformer tank by itself acts as a faraday cage it enhances the accuracy of signal detection. Further this method also enables three dimensional localization of the PD event.
The PD pulse propagation studies have been formulated using FDTD. The algorithm implemented in MATLAB has been used successfully to simulate PD propagation in two dimensions in free space and with a geometry representing obstructions in the problem space. When PML condition is incorporated, it has been observed that reflections are eliminated. The localization of the PD event using the TDOA can be a useful method even when the discharge instant is unknown. It has been observed that even though the wave propagates through the defined FDTD grid, the simulations gave reasonably close results compared to LoS (being the actual one).
As a future work, the methodology will be extended to three dimensions with the actual dimensions of a transformer incorporated. An experimental validation of the simulated results for detection and localization is also proposed.
